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Abstract

There has been a lack of debate between and frameworks for theories of the causes of poverty. This article proposes that most theories of poverty can be productively categorized into three broader families of theories: behavioral, structural, and political. Behavioral theories concentrate on individual behaviors as driven by incentives and culture. Structural theories emphasize the demographic and labor market context, which causes both behavior and poverty. Political theories contend that power and institutions cause policy, which causes poverty and moderates the relationship between behavior and poverty. I review each theory’s arguments, contributions, and challenges. Furthermore, I explain how to integrate, classify studies into, and distinguish between theories. Ultimately, I argue that poverty research would benefit from more explicit theory and theoretical debate, as well as greater interdisciplinarity and integration between studies of the United States, rich democracies, and developing countries.
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INTRODUCTION

Thirty years ago, in *The Journal of Economic Literature*, Sawhill (1988, p. 1085) decried the lack of theory in poverty research: “We are swamped with facts about people’s incomes and about the number and composition of people who inhabit the lower tail, but we don’t know very much about the process that generates these results.” “From a more scientific perspective, we still understand very little about the basic causes of poverty…until more complete theories and models of the process by which income is generated and distributed are developed and tested, the answers to some of the questions raised in this article must remain partial and tentative” (Sawhill 1988, p. 1113).

Thirty years later, poverty research continues to lack clear theory. There are few explicitly named theories and little explicit theoretical debate. If a theory of the causes of poverty is articulated, it is usually only compared against the null hypothesis of no effect. Studies rarely compare two or more theories against each other. Even more than in other fields, poverty researchers often focus on descriptive or normative claims without explaining poverty’s causes (Desmond & Western 2018). It remains unclear if poverty is simply a subset of status attainment or if it can be explained by broader theories of the income distribution.

Another factor inhibiting theoretical progress is that poverty research is deeply fragmented. There is far too little interdisciplinary and international conversation even though poverty research exists in several disciplines and most countries (Brady & Burton 2016). Poverty researchers often study only one case with little effort to generalize beyond the case. Indeed, American poverty research tends to focus solely on the United States, and often just a few northern US cities. Relatedly, there are too few connections between literatures on the United States, on other rich democracies, and on developing countries. This is the case even though these literatures are all interested in similar questions about the nature, causes, and effects of poverty.

Altogether, the lack of theory undermines the field’s cumulative progress toward understanding poverty. A lack of theory prevents understanding of what scholars have in common, how they differ, what the alternative explanations are, and what is new and not new. All of this erodes the scientific community as scholars reinvent the wheel, talk past each other, and overlook how their work builds on others.

Desmond & Western’s (2018) *Annual Review of Sociology* article illustrates these problems.1 Unfortunately, a serious reading of the poverty literature reveals that their “new directions” are not actually new. Rather, their framing of novelty results from missed connections to well-established theories and literatures. They criticize “conceiving of poverty as a trait that characterizes individuals and families” (Desmond & Western 2018, p. 314) but do not acknowledge the many prior critiques of individualism (e.g., Rank 2005). They promote “A relational perspective [that] views poverty…as the outcome of power relations…expressed through a political process that institutionalizes” the collective decisions of rich democracies (Desmond & Western 2018, p. 314). However, they do not even mention the vast power resources literature, which has been providing exactly such a perspective for decades (see the section titled Political Theories below). Finally, they overlook how their exclusive focus on the United States can bias impressions about the causes of poverty.

---

1As another example, Bertrand and colleagues (2004) frame their “behavioral economics view of poverty” as between a standard economic rational actor approach and a “culture of poverty” explanation focused on deviant culture. However, they provide zero citations for cultural explanations (see also Dahl et al. 2014), and cultural theorists will likely view their presentation as a caricature. Indeed, Bertrand and colleagues’ behavioral economic view is very similar to new cultural explanations.
Such problems exist partly because, unlike most fields, the poverty field lacks summaries of leading theories of the causes of poverty. To the best my knowledge, there has never been an *Annual Reviews* article on the theories of the causes of poverty. There have been several handbooks (Banerjee et al. 2006, Brady & Burton 2016, Jefferson 2012, Lohmann & Marx 2018) and review articles on aspects of poverty (Desmond & Western 2018, Hoynes et al. 2006, McEwen & McEwen 2017, Sawhill 1988). Yet, with a few exceptions (e.g., Calnitsky 2018, Gordon 1972), there is a striking dearth of overviews of social science theories of the causes of poverty.

This article addresses that need. I contend that poverty research needs more clarity and explicit debate on theories of the causes of poverty. In turn, I propose that most explanations can be productively categorized into three broader families of theories: behavioral, structural, and political. For each, I summarize the arguments, contributions, and challenges. Furthermore, the article explores how to integrate the theories, classify studies into theories, and distinguish between theories. Ultimately, the article encourages poverty researchers to be more theoretically engaged.

Before proceeding, it is important to note the article’s scope conditions. I focus on causes and not effects (except when effects reproduce and then cause poverty). Also, there is no space to discuss poverty measurement (poverty is defined simply as a shortage of resources relative to needs). For all theories, there are underlying and fundamental causes outside view (e.g., structural theories focused on economic development need not explore all causes of economic development). Hence, the theories concentrate on reasonably proximate factors.

### THEORY IN POVERTY RESEARCH

By “theory,” I simply mean a general framework with core principles and concepts that enable (a) predictions and specific testable implications across a range of settings and/or (b) explanation of specific cases. The most useful theories are accompanied by research programs that explain an expanding set of cases and are able to reconcile anomalous cases without abandoning core principles. Ideally, theories of poverty: are exportable outside initial cases or samples, have both internal and external validity, are fruitful and generate subsequent research, and are clear. Concretely, a theory should explain why some are poor and others are not, and why poverty is greater in one setting than another.

Explanations of the causes of poverty can be classified into three broad families of theories: behavioral, structural and political. Behavioral theories concentrate on individual behaviors as driven by incentives and culture. Structural theories emphasize the demographic and labor market context, which causes behavior and poverty. Political theories contend that power and institutions cause policy, which causes poverty and moderates the relationship between behavior and poverty. To enhance understanding, I graphically display the three theories to highlight the relationships that have accumulated the most research and evidence (Figure 1). Although most explanations can be classified into one of these three, debate certainly should occur on this schema and the names of the three.  

---

2Notably, the literature on beliefs about the causes of poverty categorizes beliefs into sets of explanations that are similar to this framework (Hunt & Bullock 2016).

3Figure 1 does not specify every possible relationship, and omissions are usually potential directions where there is a scarcity of research. Furthermore, the figures and text imply causal theoretical relationships even though the literature does not necessarily provide causal evidence.

4I do not review every conceivable explanation. As a decision rule, I exclude any that have failed to generate progressive research programs, even though some are visible or classics [e.g., Marxist (Gordon 1972), functional (Gans 1995), and genetics].
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Figure 1
Conceptual models of causal relationships in behavioral, structural, and political theories of poverty.

BEHAVIORAL THEORIES
Contributions

Behavioral theories are represented in Figure 1a. In these theories, behavior is the key mechanism directly causing poverty (AEI-Brookings 2015, Sawhill 2003). According to this explanation, the poor are poor because they engage in counterproductive, poverty-increasing behavior or risks like single motherhood or unemployment (Bertrand et al. 2004, Durlauf 2011). Poverty is high in a context because there is a high prevalence of those with demographic characteristics indicating such behaviors (Cruz & Ahmed 2018, Kaida 2015, Ku et al. 2018, Milazzo & van de Walle 2017). According to behavioralists, for example, racial disparities in poverty result from a disproportionate amount of problematic behavior among racial minorities. To reduce poverty, we need to reduce the prevalence of people engaging in such behaviors (AEI-Brookings 2015, Jencks 1992, McLanahan 2009).


Major versions of behavioral theories tend to present incentives and culture as the principal sources of behavior (Bertrand et al. 2004, Durlauf 2011). By incentives, scholars emphasize rational responses of goal-oriented individuals that result in problematic behavior. By culture, the focus has been on schemas and repertoires that guide the poor’s behavior. The literature on behavioral causes of poverty also often allows for interactions between incentives and culture (see Dohan 2003, Harding 2010).

For a long time, poverty scholars have investigated how incentives shape the poor’s behavior (Katz 2013, Levine 2013, Lichter et al. 2003, O’Connor 2001, 2016). Much research tests whether generous social policies trigger moral hazards and welfare dependency and disincentivize against poverty-reducing behaviors like work and marriage. For instance, many conclude that the 1996
US welfare reforms successfully encouraged employment and reduced single motherhood (Bitler et al. 2006, Moffitt 2002).

Regarding developing countries, there has been much less interest in whether generous social policies encourage moral hazards. Rather, scholars typically focus on how market inefficiencies and problematic policies disincentivize poor people from investing in productive activities (Bertrand et al. 2004, Duflo 2006, Ravallion 2016). For example, because market inefficiencies discourage the poor from investing in insurance (Banerjee & Duflo 2011), adverse life events like accidents are more strongly associated with descents into poverty (Krishna 2011). This work on the relationship between incentives, behavior, and poverty in developing countries dovetails with the robust literature showing that expansions of education and reductions of fertility substantially lower poverty (Brady et al. 2007, Hannum & Xie 2016, Sen 1999). Indeed, education, especially of young women, is one of the most powerful antipoverty behaviors globally (Deaton 2013, Nussbaum 2004).

One particularly visible recent behavioral theory is the new culture of poverty literature (Harding 2010, Lamont & Small 2008, Streib et al. 2016). This literature purports to offer a more nuanced interpretation of culture than older culture of poverty theories. However, the core arguments are very similar (Steinberg 2011, Streib et al. 2016). Culture explains the counterproductive behavior that causes poverty (Dahl et al. 2014). Small and colleagues’ (2010, p. 6) aim is “explicitly explaining the behavior of low-income population in reference to cultural factors,” and demonstrating how culture and behavior are “processes and mechanisms that lead to the reproduction of poverty” (p. 23). This literature investigates “whether the cultural models and motives that the poor internalize might have an ‘exogenous explanatory power’ that serves to inhibit socioeconomic success” (Vaisey 2010, p. 96). For example, Harding (2010) argues poor neighborhoods are more culturally heterogeneous, which causes problematic adolescent male sexual, violent, and educational behavior, which presumably then causes poverty.

Behavioral scholars also explore how poverty reciprocally feeds back into behavior to reproduce poverty intra- and intergenerationally (indicated by the dashed lines in of Figure 1). Poverty imposes a cognitive burden, present bias, and stress, which then encourages poverty-perpetuating behavior, such as lower educational attainment (Gennetian & Shafir 2015, Hannum & Xie 2016, McEwen & McEwen 2017, McLoyd et al. 2016, Mullainathan & Shafir 2013). As well, poverty undermines children’s cognitive ability and development (Guo & Harris 2000, Sharkey 2013), which undermines education and leads to adult poverty. Often these feedbacks result from poverty causing problematic incentives or culture (Dahl et al. 2014). The theory of poverty traps is an argument that poverty creates bad incentives that undermine motivations for and returns to investments that could reduce subsequent poverty, such as education or insurance (Banerjee & Duflo 2011, Carter & Barrett 2006, Carter & Lybbert 2012, Gennetian & Shafir 2015). For example, there is a poverty trap if modest investments in education cause an opportunity cost of lower earnings and poverty.

5Just like the new, the old recognized the probabilistic and reciprocal relationship between culture and poverty (O’Connor 2001). Harding (2010) criticizes the old for treating poor culture as homogeneous oppositional norms/values rather than heterogeneous frame/scripts. However, his text mainly concentrates on mean differences in culture/behavior of disadvantaged versus nondisadvantaged neighborhoods. Harding (2010) writes: “Boys in poor neighborhoods are presented with many negative role models” (p. 67); “Adolescent boys who have little or no relationship with their fathers, the norm in poor neighborhoods, are particularly susceptible to the influence of older peers” (p. 104); and “Compared to their counterparts..., the boys [in poor neighborhoods] approach romantic relationships with a great deal of distrust” (p. 172). In actuality, the empirical implications are very similar in the old and new. Harding (2010) argues poor neighborhoods have simultaneous heterogeneity of good and bad, the good is “diluted” by the bad, and all of this “levels expectations.” In practice, the new empirical implications (nonpoor are homogenously good while poor are a heterogeneous mix of good and bad) are very close to the old (i.e., poor have a higher share of bad to good).
only declines with unfeasibly high investments in education (Ravallion 2016). Furthermore, scholars argue that culture is a response to poverty, which then discourages education, employment, and marriage of the poor or encourages welfare dependency or out of wedlock births (Dahl et al. 2014, Harding 2010).

**Challenges**

Despite its contributions, this literature faces several challenges. First, behavioral explanations are rarely compared against the evidence for any alternative theory. Most just aim to demonstrate that culture/incentives/behavior matter, and no rival explanation is considered. Indeed, few even compare incentives against culture as causes of poverty-increasing behavior.

Second, although behavioral theories often feature strong causal claims, there remains tremendous uncertainty about causality (Streib et al. 2016). Scholars routinely fallaciously imply that describing “who is poor” provides an explanation of the causes of poverty (Gans 1995, Katz 2013, Rank 2005, Ryan 1976, Schwartz & Carpenter 1999). While acknowledging behavior and poverty are reciprocally related, the new culture literature has made little progress untangling the causal order (Steinberg 2011).

If culture and poverty are reciprocally related, this leads to a rather obvious endogeneity problem that fails to explain what causes poverty in the first place (Gans 1995, Katz 2013, Ryan 1976). Indeed, behavioral theories are unclear about whether their arguments are even intended to be causal. Small and colleagues (2010, p. 15) write, “Rather than causing behavior, frames make it possible or likely,” even though there is no real difference between “cause” and “make possible or likely.” This confusion about causality partly results from a lack of comparative research designs that would facilitate stronger causal claims (Streib et al. 2016).

Although culture of poverty scholars argue culture and context are pivotal, there are few cross-cultural and truly cross-contextual studies.

Third, the relationship between behaviors and poverty is quite unreliable (Andreß et al. 2006, Rothwell & McEwen 2017). For example, although single motherhood has been the most widely studied risk of poverty, Brady and colleagues (2017) show that single motherhood is not even significantly associated with poverty in 19 of 29 rich democracies. Indeed, Bloome (2017) shows that among children in low-income families, there is no disadvantage in upward mobility associated with single parenthood. Although many presume unemployment and single motherhood cause child poverty in the United States, Baker (2015) demonstrates that poverty's association with employment has increased dramatically while its association with marriage has declined dramatically since the 1970s.

---

6This was best illustrated by Rank (2011, p. 19): “Picture a game with ten players, but only eight chairs. When the music stops, who's most likely to be left standing? It will be those who are at a disadvantage in terms of competing for the available chairs (less agility, reduced speed, a bad position when the music stops, and so on). However, given that the game is structured in a way such that two players are bound to lose, these individual attributes only explain who loses, not why there are losers in the first place. Ultimately, there are simply not enough chairs for those playing the game. The critical mistake that's been made in the past is that we've equated the question of who loses at the game with the question of why the game inevitably produces losers. They are, in fact, distinct and separate questions.”

7If the new culture of poverty literature solely sought to explain the consequences of poverty, this would be less of a problem. However, the literature routinely studies outcomes (e.g., teen pregnancy, nonmarriage, school incompletion, and unemployment) that are important because they lead to poverty, and aims to explain the reproduction of poverty.

8These kinds of critiques are not new (Gans 1995, Katz 2013, O’Connor 2001, Ryan 1976, Steinberg 2011). Yet, recent cultural theorists have largely sidestepped these critiques while constructing a narrative that cultural explanations fell out of favor because of political correctness. Plausibly, however, cultural explanations declined partly because of the persuasiveness of critiques like these (and other logical and evidentiary problems).
Fourth, relatedly, behavioralists have been unable to explain macro-level variation in poverty (Heuveline & Weinshenker 2008, Rainwater & Smeeding 2003). The cross-national prevalence of risks cannot explain cross-national variation in poverty (Brady et al. 2017). One reason behavior explanations have been so prominent despite these limitations is that much of the research linking behavior to poverty has been done in the United States or unique settings with weak welfare states (Ku et al. 2018). For behavioral research to move forward, there is a clear need for more international research. Generally, the central, and potentially intractable, question for behavioral theories is why they are unable to explain macro-level variation in poverty (Brady 2009, Gans 1995, Schwartz & Carpenter 1999).

Fifth, although incentive-behavior accounts have long contended that generous social policies encourage counterproductive behavior, much recent research contradicts this claim. Many studies show that the 1996 US welfare reform did not discourage single motherhood (Fitzgerald & Ribar 2004). Although Moffitt (2002) argued earlier that welfare reform successfully promoted marriage and employment, he later concludes (Moffitt 2015, p. 745):

> The evidence shows that neither work disincentives nor family structure incentives are large in magnitude, especially in the aggregate... the aggregate effect on earnings in the low-income population is almost zero... As for family structure incentives, a large body of research... failed to show any major effects on the fraction of single-mother families... Research on the effects of the 1996 reform of the program on family structure also has shown very mixed results and no evidence of any major effect.

As well, a rapidly growing international literature contradicts claims that generous social policies incentivize poverty-increasing behavior (Biegert 2017, Brady et al. 2017, Milazzo & van de Walle 2017, Ravallion 2016, Salehi-Isfahani & Mostafavi-Dehzooei 2018). For instance, Banerjee and colleagues (2017) analyze seven random control trials across less developed countries and find no effects of conditional or unconditional cash transfers on employment. The claim that generous social policies incentivize poverty-increasing behavior has been central to behavioral theories for a very long time (Katz 2013, O’Connor 2001). This is because disincentives have been the key reason behavioralists caution against generous social policies and instead advocate for behavior change. In turn, this evidence fundamentally challenges a core principle of behavioral theories.

**STRUCTURAL THEORIES**

**Contributions**

In structural theories of poverty, “structure” refers to macro- and meso-level demographic and economic contexts representing available opportunities and constraints (Calnitsky 2018; Rank 2005, 2011; Tomaskovic-Devey 1991; Wilson 1987, 1996). Figure 1b shows that structural theories focus on how demographic and economic contexts cause poverty through three channels. First, indirectly, structural contexts cause problematic behavior, which causes poverty. Second, these structures directly cause poverty, even net of behavior. Third, structural contexts interact with behavior to moderate the behavior-poverty relationship. Hence, structuralists differ from behavioralists because economic and demographic contexts do not solely operate through behavior. Also, structuralists tend to highlight the contextual effects of demographic/economic structures while behavioralists tend to focus on demographic/economic composition. According to structuralists, for example, racial disparities in poverty are caused by differential exposure to deleterious structural contexts. Economic context typically includes economic growth and development, industrialization and deindustrialization, and spatial and skills mismatches. Demographic context
usually includes neighborhood disadvantage, age/sex composition, residential segregation, urbanization, and demographic transitions.

Structural theories have a long history and may be the most subscribed to class of theories in sociology (O’Connor 2001, 2016). These theories partly originate from scholars like Clark (1965), who were trying to explain deep-seated racial inequalities in the United States (Sugrue 1996). Around the same time, scholars like Harrington (1981) and Galbraith (1998) stressed how economic growth was not helping, and often was displacing, the poor. Structural theories gained momentum as scholars sought to explain concentrated inner-city poverty in the 1980s (Allard 2017; Massey 2016; O’Connor 2016; Pattillo & Robinson 2016; Sugrue 1996; Wilson 1987, 1996). These literatures parallel longstanding interest in the benefits of economic development for poor countries, as well as literatures on labor market segmentation (Gordon 1972, Tomaskovic-Devey 1991) and rural and suburban poverty (Allard 2017, Lichter et al. 2012).


Another prominent structural explanation emphasizes how economic development reduces poverty in developing countries (Brady et al. 2007, Collier 2006). Development creates jobs and access to and returns to schooling, and encourages urbanization, better health, and lower fertility (Ravallion 2016). As a result, economic development strongly reduces poverty (Deaton 2013). For instance, Ravallion & Chen (2007) show that economic development and urbanization explain China’s massive decline in poverty in recent decades. Indeed, economic growth is often presented as a necessary condition for reducing poverty in developing countries (Collier 2006). This literature highlights the undeniable salient facts like that Sub-Saharan Africa’s lack of economic growth explains its persistently high poverty, or that China probably accomplished the largest reduction in poverty in the shortest time in world history (Deaton 2013). As Collier (2006, p. 190) writes, “Growth is not a cure-all, but the lack of growth is a kill-all.”

Across rich democracies, structural changes like deindustrialization and rising female labor force participation influence poverty (Brady 2009, Moller et al. 2003). Many also link the structural context of economic performance to poverty. Economic growth increases labor demand, raises wages, and lifts the bottom of the labor market (Blank 2000, Sawhill 1988). In multilevel models of individual and country-level predictors of individual-level poverty, individual-level employment is consistently one of the most powerful predictors (Brady et al. 2017). As Rainwater and Smeeding (2003, p. 133) write, “The most important step in reducing poverty among children is to ensure that at least one parent is employed.” Because individual-level employment is influenced by the structural economic context (e.g., the business cycle), structural economic context likely has a
large indirect effect on individual poverty. Conversely, other structuralists emphasize that the poor are marginalized by economic growth (Fodor & Horn 2015, Galbraith 1998, Harrington 1981). Such scholars criticize the focus on economic performance because it neglects how the returns to economic performance are highly stratified.

**Challenges**

Structuralists are presently confronting at least three challenges. First, although structuralists highlight contextual effects more than behavioralists, they remain quite focused on behavior. In many studies, the independent variable is a structural change and the dependent variable is a behavior presumed to cause poverty. Therefore, the challenges facing behavioralists also apply here. Rather than presuming behaviors cause poverty, the literature needs to demonstrate that structure causes behavior and behavior causes poverty.

Second, partly because structural theory is so popular (especially in sociology), there is a lack of coherence among the varied accounts under the structural banner. Indeed, many behavioralists claim to view structure as the underlying cause of poverty, or claim culture is a mechanism between structure and behavior. Many ethnographies preview a structural theory in the introduction, but then do not actually analyze structural variation, or exclusively concentrate on individual-level behavior (Contreras 2012). In studies of intergenerational poverty, poverty is said to cause a problematic culture, which causes problematic behavior and subsequent poverty. Yet, most studies of intergenerational poverty do not actually bring structure back in, as there is no arrow from poverty back to structure. Instead, they just start with the poor’s problematic culture without ever really proving that poverty causes structure or structure causes culture.9

This is not simply a matter of culture or behavior scholars focusing on a smaller piece of a bigger structural theory. The problem is that there is a misalignment between the professed structural theory and what the research design can leverage. As a result, there is a misallocation of attention in the field away from actual structural explanations. Ultimately, a study advancing a genuine structural theory needs to do two things. First, it needs to incorporate substantial variation in structural contexts into the design. Second, it needs to explain (a) how structure causes culture/behavior and that culture/behavior causes poverty, or (b) that poverty causes structure and structure causes culture/behavior and that culture/behavior causes poverty. Otherwise, there is little coherence to the various arguments under the structural banner.

Third, the effects of structures appear to vary across time and place. For example, it is well known that economic development reduces poverty in less developed countries. Nevertheless, the benefits of economic development have diminished in recent decades (Brady et al. 2007). Similarly, there are large, stable differences in poverty across rich democracies even though all experienced similar structural changes such as deindustrialization and rising female labor force participation. This variation in the effects of structures suggests that politics and institutions may moderate whether and how structures cause poverty. To the extent that states can alleviate the impact of demographic and economic contexts, political theories may provide a better explanation of the causes of poverty.

9An exception might be those who say poverty causes some structural context, which then causes behavior and poverty. For example, some argue poverty causes a weak marriageable male market, which causes single motherhood, which causes poverty (Gibson-Davis et al. 2005, Harknett & McLanahan 2004, Lichter et al. 2003). Again, however, the section on challenges for behavioral theories suggests the last step (single motherhood to poverty) is questionable.
POLITICAL THEORIES

Contributions

Political theories contend that poverty is a political outcome driven by power relations over and collective choices about how to distribute resources (for a review of political theories, see Brady et al. 2016). Political theories are displayed in Figure 1. These theories contend that power and institutions cause policy, which causes poverty and moderates the behavior-poverty link. Power and institutions reinforce each other, and institutions also directly shape poverty and moderate the behavior-poverty link.10 While Desmond & Western (2018) neglect political explanations and emphasize micro-level relations over macro-level power and institutions, well-developed political theories largely precede their relational approach.

Arguably, the most influential political explanation is power resources theory (Brady 2009, Huber & Stephens 2001, Korpi 1983). Power resources theory contends that collective political actors mobilize less advantaged classes around shared interests and ideology. Such groups then form labor unions (Brady et al. 2013, Lohmann 2009, Rosenfeld & Laird 2016), elect Left parties (Huber and Stephens 2012), and expand the welfare state (Nelson 2012). The mobilization of less advantaged groups is pivotal because the default distribution of political power in a capitalist democracy favors elites and business. This default power advantage leads to a default high level of inequality. Hence, it is essential for the working class and poor to bond together and attract some of the middle class to gain any real political power. Power resources theory is often used to explain why some welfare states are more generous than others. However, power resources theory is actually a broader theory of the income distribution, with the welfare state as a principal mechanism. Power resources theory has evolved over time (Brady et al. 2016) and has become more focused on institutionalized power (e.g., electoral systems, stable democracy) (Brady 2009, Huber & Stephens 2012) than its earlier versions (Korpi 1983).

Poverty is lower in rich democracies where Left parties have controlled government, unionization is higher, and women are a greater share of parliaments (Brady 2009, Moller et al. 2003). In Latin America, leftist governments in periods of stable democracy resulted in generous social policies and lower poverty (Huber & Stephens 2012). In multilevel models of individuals within the United States, working poverty is significantly lower in states with higher unionization (Brady et al. 2013). This literature demonstrates more than just a negative association between leftist politics and welfare generosity and poverty. Rather, most crucial is that the effects of leftist politics and welfare generosity appear to be much larger than individual behavior or structural factors (Brady 2009, Brady et al. 2017).

A second influential political explanation focuses on how institutions, such as regulations and laws, govern the distribution of economic resources (Brady et al. 2016, Pernia & Deolalikar 2003). This literature highlights that poverty rates are stable and slow-moving and do not quickly respond to elections and changes in power. There is considerable path dependency to poverty, and to understand the institutional sources, we need a long time horizon of causes and effects (O’Connell 2012). Institutions reflect the residue of the power of collective actors in the past, and institutions continue to be consequential even without active maintenance by collective actors. For instance, historical institutions like slavery (O’Connell 2012) and federalism (Allard 2017, Michener 2018)10

10 As noted above, many factors drive institutions and power. Ideology/interests (Hunt & Bullock 2016, Watkins-Hayes & Kovalsky 2016) and mobilization (Levine 2016, Piven & Cloward 1993, Piven & Minnite 2016) can reasonably be folded within political theories (Brady 2009). For example, many show that racism undermines support for generous social policies (Gilens 1999). In turn, racism works through power resources and policies as a fundamental, underlying cause of poverty (Michener 2018). Unlike in behavioral theories, there is less concern with political theories that power and institutions are endogenous to poverty.
contribute to the perpetuation of racial inequalities in poverty. A strong institutionalism claims that historically established institutions dominate over contemporary politics to lock in poverty. A weaker institutionalism claims that historically established institutions guide how and when politics can shape poverty (Huber & Stephens 2001).

Although the institutional literature is less crystalized than the power resources literature, there are several research streams. First, scholars link poverty to electoral institutions (Brady 2009). For example, stable, long-term democratization is associated with lower poverty (Huber & Stephens 2012, Sen 1999). Second, labor market and educational institutions are associated with poverty (Moller et al. 2003). For example, working poverty is significantly lower where wage-bargaining is coordinated, centralized, and corporatist, and employment contracts are protected (Giesselmann 2014, Lohmann 2009, Lohmann & Marx 2018). Third, historical institutions like slavery and colonialism disadvantage poor countries and perpetuate poverty (Acemoglu & Robinson 2012, Bhattacharyya 2016). For instance, Nunn (2008) demonstrates how four major slave trades over 500 years impoverished African countries through the mechanisms of political instability, corruption, bad governance, ethnic fragmentation, and economic underdevelopment (but see Bhattacharyya 2016). Bhattacharyya (2016) explains that geography, climate and disease conditions selected countries into different colonial institutions, which shaped long-term economic development, with consequences for contemporary poverty (Acemoglu & Robinson 2012). Such historical institutions help explain why the global economic hierarchy of countries is so remarkably stable—the countries that were rich and poor a century ago remain rich and poor today.

Across the political literature on poverty, there is a central role for state policies (Aizer et al. 2016, Atkinson 2015, Barrientos 2013, Brady 2009, Fodor & Horn 2015, Fox et al. 2015, Gornick & Smeeding 2018, Korpi & Palme 1998). Brady and colleagues (2016) catalog the generic mechanisms for how states shape poverty: (a) organizing the distribution of resources (e.g., taxes and transfers, often called redistribution), (b) insuring against risks, (c) investing in capabilities (e.g., early childhood education and health services), (d) allocating opportunities (e.g., public employment), (e) socializing normative expectations, and (f) disciplining the poor. State policies also matter to racial inequalities in poverty because of both differential access to and differential effects of social policies (Michener 2018, Soss et al. 2011, Watkins-Hayes & Kovalsky 2016).

There are several emerging developments on the welfare state (Atkinson 2015, Brady & Bostic 2015, Gornick & Smeeding 2018). First, there is growing interest in how welfare generosity entails both (a) formally legislated coverage, replacement rates, and eligibility criteria (Scruggs & Allan 2006) and (b) “takeup,” access and barriers to programs and services (Shaefer 2010). Second, scholars study dimensions of social policies, such as targeting and universalism (Jacques & Noel 2018, Korpi & Palme 1998, Marx et al. 2016, Scruggs & Allan 2006). Third, moving beyond rich democracies, there is growing interest in social policy and poverty in developing countries (Barrientos 2013, Huber & Stephens 2012). Fourth, returning to Figure 1b, scholars increasingly show how social policies moderate the behavior-poverty link (Andreß et al. 2006, Barbieri & Bozzon 2016, Brady et al. 2017, Gornick & Jäntti 2012, Kohler et al. 2012, Misra et al. 2012, Vandecasteele 2011). The relationships between poverty and behaviors like single motherhood are significantly weaker in generous welfare states (Rothwell & McEwen 2017). Such risks are penalized more severely in weak welfare states like the United States and uncorrelated with poverty in generous welfare states like Denmark (Brady et al. 2017). This accumulating evidence challenges the behavioralist core principle that there is necessarily a relationship between behaviors and poverty. Instead, how

---

11Some also draw an arrow from institutions/policies back to behavior. However, these are largely behavioral explanations of poverty (e.g., a policy discourages marriage).
strongly behaviors are related to poverty is a political decision about how much a society chooses to employ social policy to weaken the penalty associated with a behavior.

Beyond welfare generosity, scholars have long studied how states discipline, regulate, supervise, and displace the poor (Katz 2013, O’Connor 2001, Piven & Cloward 1993). Although recent scholars often neglect that these themes have been in poverty scholarship for a long time, there has been growing interest in how “disciplining institutions” constrain the poor (Desmond & Western 2018, Edwards 2016, Seim 2017, Soss et al. 2011, Stuart 2016, Wacquant 2009). For example, housing displacement—facilitated by state and local governments—compounds disadvantages associated with poverty (Purser 2016, Sullivan 2017). Although social policies reduce poverty and weaken the behavior-poverty link, other aspects of social policies have long been used to control and punish the poor (Piven & Cloward 1993, Soss et al. 2011). Perhaps the most visible theme in the disciplining institutions literature is how incarceration exacerbates poverty (Gottlieb 2017, Turney 2015, Wacquant 2009). For example, Wildeman (2014) shows that paternal incarceration increases child homelessness.

Challenges

There has been increasing momentum for political explanations in recent decades. Yet, this literature also faces challenges. First, while power resources scholars show that Left parties and labor unions benefit the poor, these organizations appear to be weakening in a wide variety of settings (Brady et al. 2016). If these organizations serve the interests of the poor, it is unclear why they are struggling to build solidarity and mobilize the disadvantaged more than in the past (Piven & Minnite 2016). Relatedly, even when holding power, there is evidence that the Left has become less effective over time at expanding the welfare state (Huber & Stephens 2001).

Second, while many aim to identify if a specific social policy has a causal effect (Aizer et al. 2016, Bitler et al. 2006, Bitler & Karoly 2015, O’Brien & Robertson 2018, Sosnaud 2016), the comparative social policy literature has long emphasized how social policies actually work together in complementary and interdependent configurations. Scholars are only beginning to analyze how social policies shape poverty amid the myriad interactions with other policies and institutions (Biegert 2017, Gieselmann 2014). Going forward, scrutiny is needed of how the broader political context shapes the effects of social policies. We need to balance the priority for internal validity with a commitment to external validity, which implies understanding how social policies implicitly interact with political and institutional contexts.

Third, research on disciplining institutions tends to study one institution at a time in isolation and often makes strong claims about the effects on poverty. However, these institutions are confounded with and only prominent in weak welfare states, and perhaps mostly the United States (Gottlieb 2017, Wacquant 2009). It is unclear how large the effects of disciplining institutions are net of and relative to beneficial social policies. As well, it is unclear how much disciplining institutions cause poverty compared to other unobserved political factors that are correlated with disciplining institutions. For example, Gottlieb (2017) shows that cross-national variation in poverty is not significantly associated with incarceration after controlling for welfare generosity. Although disciplining institutions certainly disproportionately harm racial minorities and women, those groups were more likely to be poor before many disciplining institutions grew so powerful, and those groups might still be more likely to be poor even if those institutions did not exist. As a result, we do not truly understand how much of racial and gender inequality in poverty is driven by these institutions. For example, the victims of eviction are likely to be poor regardless of whether they are evicted (Brady et al. 2017), so it is entirely plausible that eviction is a symptom rather than a cause of poverty (Purser 2016). Going forward, the literature on disciplining institutions
should engage political theories, make fewer bold claims, and embrace a more balanced perspective about the broader political causes of poverty (Brady et al. 2016). Rather than having uniquely large effects on poverty, disciplining institutions are probably best understood as embedded in and interacting with several other political factors (Edwards 2016, Purser 2016, Stuart 2016).

**APPLYING THE FRAMEWORK**

For this framework to be most useful, it is important to clarify the links between these theories and empirical research. This section discusses how to integrate the theories, how to classify studies into theories, and how to distinguish between theories.

**Integrating Theories**

Realistically, it may facilitate a more complete understanding of poverty to incorporate multiple causes and integrate several theories. After all, the panels of Figure 1 could be nested into one comprehensive model. Indeed, poverty scholars often offer productive syntheses (Dohan 2003, Levine 2013, Wilson 1996). For example, Wilson (1996) unites behavioral (e.g., cultural adaptation), structural (e.g., deindustrialization), and political (e.g., social policies) factors. Critiquing behavioral explanations, Rank’s (2005, 2011) structural account and the structural violence perspective (Rylko-Bauer & Farmer 2016) combine structural and political theories (see also Calnitsky 2018). As well, scholars often employ all three theories in one study. For example, Owens (2015) demonstrates how racial and class segregation (i.e., structural) interacts with housing policy (i.e., political) and both interact with individual residential choices (i.e., behavior) to concentrate poverty in neighborhoods. The key goals for synthetic explanations should be to be (a) coherent rather than self-contradictory, (b) substantially more effective/predictive than an explanation focused on one set of causes, and (c) still reasonably parsimonious rather than encyclopedic.

**Classifying Studies**

To understand the theoretical implications of empirical research more clearly, one can classify studies according to this article’s framework. Instead of attributing hidden motivations to scholars advancing a given theory, we should probably focus on objectively assessing the arguments. Readers can ask where the action is, and what is most consequential in the explanation. Readers can content analyze where the text is focused, where attention is concentrated, and where the spotlight is shined. Even if a text professes a theory in the introductory chapter, the paramount question is on what factors the bulk of the text concentrates. The reader should ask what the author would change if they could change only a few factors to reduce poverty. If the author had a magic wand, where would they intervene to make the biggest possible difference to poverty? Would it be behavior, structure, or politics? This magic wand metaphor helps us concentrate on what is most salient to poverty in magnitude, and not just identifying a statistically significant causal effect. This also helps scholars align research designs with questions about what causes are most salient.

**Distinguishing Between Theories**

Figure 2 identifies the salient distinctions between theories. This helps one assess how a given set of results informs theories. This can also facilitate the design of studies for the explicit purpose of comparing and adjudicating between theories.

First, the distinction between structural and behavioral explanations hinges on the question: How much are behaviors beyond individual control and dictated by structure? If individuals lack agency in the face of overwhelming structural changes such as economic development, structure is...
Figure 2
Key conceptual questions for distinguishing between the three major theories of the causes of poverty.

more important than behavior. If individuals exert great control on whether they are poor even in structurally disadvantaged contexts, behavioral explanations remain essential despite the relevance of structural factors.

Second, political theories can be distinguished from behavioral theories principally by asking: How much can governments moderate the behavior-poverty link? If states can choose whether and how much a given individual characteristic, such as single motherhood, is associated with poverty, this supports political over behavioral explanations. If risks like unemployment trigger poverty regardless of the social policy and institutional context, this favors behavioral explanations over political explanations.

Third, political theories can be distinguished from structural theories by asking: How much can governments moderate the effects of demographic and labor market contexts? If states cannot manage to reduce poverty in the face of deindustrialization or absent economic development, for example, structure matters more than politics. If states can accomplish low poverty regardless of economic development or demographic change, politics matter more than structure. While sociologists often combine political and structural factors (e.g., Rank 2005, 2011), there is a profound difference between demographic and economic changes that are beyond the control of governments and the political choices governments can and do make to ameliorate poverty. While structuralists view poverty as the unfortunate byproduct of contextual factors that overwhelm what can be done, political accounts view poverty as the willfully chosen outcome of state (in)action when something could be done.

CONCLUSION
Poverty research has not been sufficiently theoretical, and the lack of theoretical debate and explicit theory undermines the field. This article encourages poverty researchers to be more theoretically engaged, to consciously debate between theories, and to explicitly compare evidence against theories. More theoretical engagement will facilitate greater cumulative, interdisciplinary, and international scientific progress; will better clarify what is new and not new; and will facilitate breaking out of our disciplinary and national parochialism.

The article proposes that most explanations of poverty can be productively categorized into three broader families of theories: behavioral, structural, and political. Behavioral theories concentrate on individual behaviors as driven by incentives and culture. Structural theories emphasize the demographic and labor market context, which causes both behavior and poverty. Political
theories contend that power and institutions cause policy, which causes poverty and moderates the relationship between behavior and poverty. Poverty scholars should debate this schema of three theories, the names and coherence of each, and how to classify studies into theories. Although this author proposes that this particular schema might be productive, it is more important that vibrant theoretical debates take place among poverty scholars.

Theories of causes should be at the center of poverty research. If not, the field will face the same dilemmas Sawhill (1988) diagnosed thirty years ago. In focusing on theories of causes, this article differs from Desmond & Western’s (2018) focus on description and normative values. While many poverty scholars share their values and few dispute the role for description, humanizing descriptions are an insufficient substitute for theories of causes. Regardless of how much compassion or moral urgency a text induces, it does not follow that this clarifies what causes poverty or how we should intervene on it. There is a long history of viewing poverty as an affront to dignity and still blaming the poor for their plight. Indeed, emphasizing description of injustices instead of theories of causes misdirects attention to poverty’s symptoms instead of its underlying causes. Finally, rather than branding one’s own work as a new direction (Desmond & Western 2018), poverty scholars should do more to recognize the similarities between their explanations and well-established theories within the field. Focusing on theories of causes will make the commonalities between explanations more explicit. Recognizing how one’s account has origins in, builds on, or breaks away from existing theories will also clarify how and where we are making progress in understanding poverty. The social science of poverty has existed for a long time, and understanding our shared perspectives will make the field stronger.

SUMMARY POINTS

1. There has been a lack of debate between and frameworks for theories of the causes of poverty.
2. Most explanations of poverty can be productively categorized into three broader families of theories: behavioral, structural, and political.
3. Greater scientific progress in poverty research would occur with more explicit theory, as well as greater interdisciplinarity and integration between studies of the United States, rich democracies, and developing countries.
4. Behavioral theories concentrate on individual behaviors as driven by incentives and culture.
5. Structural theories emphasize the demographic and labor market context, which causes both behavior and poverty.
6. Political theories contend that power and institutions cause policy, which causes poverty, and moderates the relationship between behavior and poverty.

FUTURE ISSUES

1. It would be productive for the poverty research community to debate the schema of three theories, the names and coherence of each theory, and how to classify arguments and studies into these three theories.
2. Behavioral explanations should be compared empirically against alternative theories, and
cultural and incentive arguments should be compared as explanations of behavior.

3. There is a need for behavioral research that is cross-cultural, cross-contextual, and in-
ternational, and that explains macro-level variation in poverty.

4. Structural theory should aim for greater coherence and for a closer alignment between
professed structural theories and what the research design can leverage.

5. Political theories should study both the causal effects of specific policies and how policies
are complementary with and interact with political/institutional contexts.
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